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ABSTRACT—The meaning of the desirable attribute ‘‘natu-

ral’’ was explored in two samples, American college stu-

dentsand adults in thePhiladelphia jury pool. Participants

rated the naturalness of a variety of ‘‘natural’’ entities,

before and after they were transformed by operations such

as freezing, adding or removing components, mixing with

other natural or unnatural entities, domestication, and

genetic engineering. Results support four hypotheses. First,

the principle of contagion accounts for many aspects of

the reduction of naturalness by contact with unnatural

entities. Second, chemical transformations reduce natu-

ralness much more than physical transformations do.

Third, the history of an entity’s processing is more impor-

tant in determining its naturalness than is the nature of the

entity’s contents. Fourth, mixing like natural entities (e.g.,

water from different sources) does not markedly reduce

naturalness. The insertion of a gene from another species,

the process used in producing genetically modified organ-

isms, produces the biggest drop in naturalness; domesti-

cation, a human-accomplished activity that changes

genotype and phenotype in major ways, is considered much

less damaging to naturalness.

The concept ‘‘natural’’ is frequently encountered in modern

Western life, typically in a very positive context. For example, in

five European countries and the United States, free associations

to the word ‘‘natural’’ are almost entirely positive (Rozin, Fisch-

ler, & Shields, 2005). Humans may have an innate desire

(‘‘biophilia’’) for the experience of their ancestral environment

(Wilson, 1984; Kellert & Wilson, 1993).

From a psychological perspective, my colleagues and I have

described this phenomenon as ‘‘natural preference’’ and docu-

mented it, particularly for the domain of foods (Rozin et al., 2004,

2005; Spranca & Rozin, 2004). Our studies support a distinction

between instrumental and ideational bases for natural prefer-

ence. Instrumental reasons for this preference refer to specific

advantages of natural entities: They are often thought to be

healthier, more appealing to the senses, or kinder to the envi-

ronment than entities that are not natural. In addition, our work

suggests a very important role for ideational factors; that is, the

natural is preferred just because it is inherently better—more

moral, more aesthetic, or simply ‘‘right.’’ The great majority of our

respondents prefer a natural to the corresponding commercial

product. This preference does not shift to indifference for most

individuals even when we specify that the natural and commer-

cial products are chemically identical (Rozin et al., 2004;

Spranca & Rozin, 2004).

Attention to natural preference in the literature has focused on

attitudes to genetic engineering. This literature suggests that in

addition to trust in institutions and general world views, per-

ceived risks and perceived benefits are both important in un-

derstanding these attitudes (Bredahl, 1999; Frewer, Hedderly,

Howard, & Shepherd, 1997; Frewer, Howard, & Shepherd, 1995;

Siegrist, 1999). There is a greater concern about genetically

modified organisms in Western Europe than in the United States

(e.g., Frewer et al., 1995, 1997; Rozin et al., 2005; Sparks,

Shepherd, & Frewer, 1994).

These studies of natural preference have left aside the question

of what the concept of ‘‘natural’’ means to people. This issue is

becoming of particular importance as modern technology makes

advances that extend human control over nature. Disputes about

organ transplants, cloning, and genetically modified organisms

are currently raging (Bredahl, 1999).

The present study is a first attempt to define what Americans

mean by ‘‘natural.’’ The general approach was to begin with

something that most Americans would think of as very natural

and determine the denaturalizing effect of a variety of transfor-

mations of that entity. One should be able to get insight into

naturalness by seeing what destroys it.

Naturalness is a desirable state that is hard to maintain

(‘‘pure’’ is a not-infrequent free associate of ‘‘natural’’; Rozin

et al., 2005); that is, in keeping with the principles of contagion
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(Rozin & Nemeroff, 1990) and negativity dominance (Rozin &

Royzman, 2001), adding small amounts of nonnatural entities

seems to effectively destroy naturalness, whereas adding small

amounts of natural entities does little to improve the quality or

naturalness of unnatural entities. The present study explored

naturalness in terms of a set of four specific hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: The principle of contagion accounts for much of

the reduction in naturalness following additions.

Hypothesis 2: Chemical transformations are more potent than

physical transformations in reducing naturalness.

Hypothesis 3: Process is more potent than content in reducing

naturalness.

Hypothesis 4: Mixing natural substances of the same general

category has a minimal effect in reducing naturalness.

METHOD

Participants

Two samples participated in the study by completing a ques-

tionnaire. The first sample was composed of volunteers from a

group of about 200 randomly selected Philadelphians, assem-

bled every day, to be available for screening for participation in a

jury.About50%of the jurorsvolunteeredandwere rewardedwith

a candy bar. Each juror received a questionnaire about trans-

formations of water or peanuts. The final sample for the water

questionnaire consisted of 39 females and 10 males, and the

final sample for the peanut questionnaire consisted of 38 females

and 16 males. This entire sample had a mean age of 40.8 years

and a mean religiosity of 2.01 on a scale from 0 (not religious

at all) to 5 (extremely religious). The principal racial origins of

the jurors were White (43%) and Black (43%), and the princi-

pal religions were Protestant (non-Catholic Christian; 44%)

and Catholic (34%). The questionnaire was completed in late

2001.

The second sample consisted of college students who received

one of two versions of a survey distributed in an introductory

psychology class. The first part of this survey was identical to the

questionnaire given to the jurors (water or peanut transforma-

tions), and the second part presented a large range of items for

naturalness ratings. The version of the questionnaire that ex-

plored transformations involving peanuts presented the second

set of items in a systematic order, whereas the version that ex-

plored transformations of water presented the second set of items

in a random order. In the final sample, there were 47 students in

the peanut, systematic-order group (28 females, 19 males) and

50 students in the water, random-order group (29 females, 21

males). The mean age of the students was 19.4 years, and their

mean religiosity was 1.47. The principal racial origins of the

students were White (64%) and east Asian (22%), and the

principal religions were Catholic (28%), Protestant (non-Cath-

olic Christian; 27%), and Jewish (24%). The questionnaire was

completed in early 2002.

Questionnaires

All questionnaires contained standard demographic questions.

They began with a paragraph explaining our interest in what

individuals think naturalness is. Anonymity was emphasized, as

was the point that there was no right answer for any question.

For Phase 1, taken in exactly the same form by jurors and

students, the following naturalness scale was used: 0 5 not

natural at all, 1 5 very slightly natural, 2 5 slightly natural, 3 5

moderately natural, 4 5 very natural, 5 5 extremely natural, and

6 5 completely natural. Participants responded to scenarios

involving transformation of water or peanuts. The water ques-

tionnaire began:

Imagine two mountain springs, in neighboring mountain ranges,

both owned by the Mountain Water Company. Spring A water and

Spring B water are collected at the source, and placed directly in

glass bottles.

How natural is Spring A water? —— 0 to 6 [reference to the scale

just described]

How natural is Spring B water? —— 0 to 6

The Mountain Water Company decides to produce bottles of water

that contain half water from Spring A and half from Spring B. We

will call this Spring AB water.

How natural is Spring AB water? —— 0 to 6

Further items, in the same format, explored the naturalness

of Spring A water when it was frozen naturally, then melted

and bottled; stored in a freezer; boiled; mixed with the minerals

from evaporated ocean water, in the trace amount of 0.001%

(‘‘an amount that is so small, there is no change in taste’’); and

mixed in the same way as in the preceding item but with purified

minerals.

The Phase 1 items on the peanut questionnaire were roughly

equivalent. These items involved peanuts raised in two Southern

states, Georgia and North Carolina, by the Southern Peanut

Company. The introduction explained that this company ‘‘raises

the peanuts without any fertilizers or pesticides. They then roast

them in the shell.’’ Participants rated both types of peanuts on the

7-point scale (0–6) and then rated a set of transformations, in-

cluding grinding the peanuts to make peanut butter with no ad-

ditives; combining Georgia and North Carolina peanut butters,

half and half; adding half the fat from one batch of Georgia pea-

nut butter to another batch (producing low- and high-fat peanut

butter)1; adding synthesized, purified minerals made up in the

1This item read as follows:
The Southern Peanut Company finds that some people like a real smooth, high fat
peanut butter, and others want a low fat variety. So in the process of grinding the
Georgiapeanuts forGeorgiapeanutbutter,when thepeanutoil rises to the surface,
they take half of it from one batch, and add it to another batch. So they now bottle
high fat and low fat Georgia peanut butter.
How natural is the high fat Georgia peanut butter? —— 0 to 6
How natural is the low fat Georgia peanut butter? —— 0 to 6
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exact proportion of ocean minerals at a concentration of 0.001%

(a natural ocean-mineral additive was not used in the peanut

questionnaire); making peanut butter by grinding peanuts that

had been frozen naturally before harvesting; and making peanut

butter by grinding peanuts that had been frozen in a freezer.

For Phase 2, the students who answered the peanut questions

completed an ordered set of naturalness ratings of a wide variety

of items, on a different scale. The ordering was systematic, in that

all variants of the same entity were listed together. The students

who answered the water questions received the same set of items,

but they were in random order except for the first three, which

served as a ‘‘calibration’’ and were the same for both groups. This

part of the questionnaire explained,

We will now use a scale that is different from the scale you first used.

The scale runs from 100, which is completely natural, to 0, which is

completely unnatural. Just place the appropriate number, from 0 to

100, in the space next to each item.

100 5 completely natural 0 5 not natural at all

—— A mountain peak in the Andes that has never been climbed

—— A plastic toy model of a pistol

—— A hard-boiled egg

The mountain should get a rating at or near 100, the plastic toy

model of a pistol, at or near zero, and the egg should be somewhere

in between. Please check to make sure this is true for your ratings,

and if not, think a bit before going on.

These 3 items were followed by 59 items, either systematically

ordered or in random order. The items are listed here in the order

in which they were presented in the ordered sequence, but some

items that did not contribute to the data reported in this study are

omitted: an orange raised organically; an orange raised in a

commercial orchard; fresh-squeezed orange juice; orange juice

with a natural calcium supplement; milk fresh from a cow; milk

fresh from a nursing zebra mother; whole cow milk, boiled and

pasteurized to sterilize it; whole cow milk, irradiated to sterilize

it; 2% fat milk—pasteurized whole milk from which half of

the fat is removed; 0% fat (skim) milk—pasteurized whole milk

from which all of the fat is removed; half-and-half—pasteurized,

made by adding the fat removed from whole milk to make 2% fat

milk to an equal volume of whole milk; cream—pasteurized,

made by adding the fat removed from whole milk to make skim

milk to an equal volume of whole milk; a steak harvested from a

free-range cow; a steak harvested from a cow raised in a large

farm, housed in a small stall; carrots raised without added ferti-

lizer or pesticides on an organic farm; carrots raised with added

fertilizer and pesticides on a commercial farm; wild strawberries;

organically grown strawberries; commercially grown strawber-

ries; a wolf; a German shepherd dog; a cocker spaniel dog; an

elephant; an oak tree; a penguin in Antarctica; genetically

modified corn with a gene from another plant inserted so it will be

more resistant to insects; genetically modified corn with a gene

from a cow inserted so it will be more resistant to insects; ge-

netically modified corn with a gene inserted from Antarctic moss

so it will be more resistant to freezing temperatures; genetically

modified corn with a gene inserted from Antarctic penguins so it

will be more resistant to freezing temperatures; a genetically

modified pig with a gene inserted from corn so that it will grow

faster; a genetically modified pig with a gene inserted from a cow

so that it will grow faster; a genetically modified pig with a gene

inserted from Antarctic moss so that it will be more resistant to

freezing temperatures; and a genetically modified pig with a gene

inserted from Antarctic penguins so that it will be more resistant

to freezing temperatures.

We eliminated 9 jurors and 2 students because of incomplete

data or major irregularities in response.

RESULTS

Results for each group and each condition are presented in Table

1. The overall results for the student sample are presented by

category of transformation in Figure 1.

Calibration

In the second phase, students were initially given three exam-

ples to introduce the 100-point scale. The mean ratings were

99.2 for ‘‘A mountain peak in the Andes that has never been

climbed,’’ 4.4 for ‘‘A plastic toy model of a pistol,’’ and 64.1 for

‘‘A hard-boiled egg.’’ These ratings indicate the students were

using the rating scale properly.

Statistical Analysis

We used two-tailed dependent t tests and adopted p< .01 as the

criterion for significance. Our basic measure was reduced nat-

uralness, the difference between a most-natural exemplar and

some transformation of that entity (e.g., the rating for spring water

minus the rating for the same water with an additive, the rating

for organically grown carrots minus the rating for commercially

grown carrots, the rating for a wolf minus the rating for a German

shepherd). In order to compare or combine effects from the two

scales, we expressed reduced naturalness as a percentage of the

total scale; thus, a reduction from 6 to 3, or 5 to 2, would be a re-

duction of 50%, as would a reduction from 100 to 50, or 75 to 25.

Group and Item-Ordering Effects

The difference scores from the jurors and students in Phase 1

were not systematically different for either the peanuts or the

water version of the questionnaire. In the second, all-student

phase, the ordered version should have reduced variation in

differencesbetweensimilar items,because such items were rated

in sequence. There was no systematic effect of order in the mean
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TABLE 1

Results of Tests of the Four Hypotheses

Hypothesis Exemplar

Differences in mean naturalness Mean percentage
reduction in
naturalnessSpecific comparison Results by groupa

1. Contagion accounts for

naturalness reduction

Microcontamination: small

amounts of natural

additive

Orange juice� same with

added natural calcium

Random order: 25.3 (25.1) nn 21.8

Systematic order: 18.3 (17.7) nn

Water� same with 0.001%

added natural (ocean) minerals

Jurors: 2.27 (2.02) nn 34.7

Students: 1.93 (1.48) nn

Microcontamination: small

amounts of unnatural

additive

Water� same with 0.001%

added purified minerals

Jurors: 2.89 (2.21) nn 50.7

Students: 3.19 (1.59) nn

Peanut butter� same with 0.001%

added purified minerals

Jurors: 2.68 (1.96) nn 39.3

Students: 2.44 (1.22) nn

Dose insensitivity: adding

fat

Milk with 2% fat added� milk

with 4% fat added

Random order: 5.06 (20.59) 3.0

Systematic order: 0.85 (7.44)

2. Chemical changes are

more potent than

physical changes

Physical change: freezing

and thawing

Water� same naturally frozen

and thawed

Jurors: 0.57 (1.17) nn 6.3

Students: 0.18 (0.69)

Peanut butter� same made from

peanuts frozen naturally and

thawed

Jurors: 0.93 (1.50) nn 14.7

Students: 0.83 (1.74)

Physical change: grinding Peanuts� peanut butter Jurors: 0.66 (1.63) n 8.3

Students: 0.33 (1.26)

Physical change: squeezing Oranges� orange juice Random order: 0.6 (22.4) 4.7

Systematic order: 10.5 (24.6) n

Chemical change: boiling Water� same boiled Jurors: 1.26 (1.05) nn 24.6

Students: 1.69 (1.40) nn

Chemical change: adding fat Peanut butter� same with 50%

more peanut fat added

Jurors: 1.47 (1.74) nn 25.1

Students: 1.54 (1.53) nn

Milk� same with fat doubled

(cream)

Random order: 54.8 (22.6) nn 50.3

Systematic order: 45.8 (25.3) nn

Chemical change:

subtracting fat

Peanut butter� same with 50%

of fat removed

Jurors: 1.29 (1.62) nn 23.8

Students: 1.56 (1.57) nn

Milk� same with all fat removed

(skim)

Random order: 56.0 (23.6) nn 49.5

Systematic order: 43.0 (25.6) nn

Pasteurization Milk� same pasteurized Random order: 33.4 (26.8) nn 28.0

Systematic order: 22.7 (28.4) nn

Irradiation Milk� same irradiated Random order: 42.1 (27.2) nn 37.5

Systematic order: 32.9 (24.5) nn

3. Process is more

important than content

Organic vs. commercial

farming

Organic strawberry� commercial

strawberry

Random order: 42.0 (25.6) nn 29.5

Systematic order: 17.0 (14.6) nn

Organic orange� commercial

orange

Random order: 26.7 (31.8) nn 24.2

Systematic order: 21.8 (23.8) nn

Organic carrot� commercial

carrot

Random order: 48.1 (21.8) nn 39.0

Systematic order: 30.0 (18.0) nn

Free-range steak� commercial

steak

Random order: 14.7 (21.7) nn 14.6

Systematic order: 14.5 (15.0) nn

Wild vs. domesticated

organism

Wild strawberry� organic

strawberry

Random order: 14.2 (22.7) nn 11.8

Systematic order: 9.5 (13.8) nn

Wolf� German shepherd Random order: 13.7 (20.7) nn 11.5

Systematic order: 10.1 (17.7) nn

Wolf� cocker spaniel Random order: 16.0 (24.8) nn 14.8

Systematic order: 13.7 (21.7) nn

Zebra milk� cow milk Random order: 1.4 (8.5) 1.2

Systematic order: 1.0 (12.4)

Genetic engineering

(single-gene transfers)

Four natural-organic plants and

animals� eight cases of genetic

engineering

Random order: 72.2 (20.2) nn 54.1b

Systematic order: 59.8 (27.7) nn

Continued
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ratings, but variances were lower in the systematic-order group

than in the random-order group; across 19 variables, the variance

averaged 5.3 points less for the former than for the latter group,

t(18) 5 4.15, p< .001. Table 1 presents results from each group

(Phase 1: juror or student, Phase 2: random or ordered items)

separately, but averages across groups are used to summarize

results in the discussion that follows.

Hypothesis 1: Role of Contagion

The first hypothesis was that small amounts of an ‘‘additive’’ that

has some negative or nonnatural characteristic will have large

effects on naturalness. The two cases of natural additives pro-

duced a drop in naturalness of 34.7% (water) and 21.8% (orange

juice). All four individual effects (two groups for each test; see

Table 1) were significant at p< .001.

There were two cases of very low levels of unnatural additives:

Adding 0.001% purified minerals to water (the minerals were of

the same composition as the natural minerals added in the item

discussed in the previous paragraph) reduced naturalness

50.7%, and adding the same purified minerals to peanut butter

reduced naturalness 39.3%. All four effects were significant at

p< .001 (see Table 1). These effects, averaging 45%, were con-

siderably larger than the average effect of 28.2% for similar

natural additives. In the case of the spring water, for which a

direct comparison of identical natural and synthetic mineral

additives was included in the questionnaire, the students rated

the water with a natural additive as more natural, significantly

and by an average of 1.25 scale units, t(50) 5 8.649, p< .001; for

the jury, the corresponding value was 0.32, t(49) 5 1.593, n.s.

Geneticengineering, addingasinglegene fromanotherspecies,

is another instance of contagion. There were eight different ex-

amples of such transformations, and we obtained an average re-

duction in naturalness of 54.1% (see details under Hypothesis 3).

A prominent feature of contagion is that it is dose insensitive.

The data allowed one relevant comparison, between milk to

which 2% additional milk fat was added and milk to which 4%

additional milk fat was added. The difference between these

items was only 3.0% of the full naturalness scale, a difference

that was not significant for either group of students (Table 1).

This result illustrates dose insensitivity within a modest range

of concentrations.

Hypothesis 2: Chemical Versus Physical Transformations

It is not possible to produce exactly parallel sets of physical and

chemical transformations, so our strategy was to compare com-

mon physical and chemical transformations. Natural freezing

and thawing of water produced a very modest 6.3% naturalness

reduction, and natural freezing and thawing of peanuts resulted

in a somewhat larger 14.7% reduction. Both effects were signif-

icant for jurors but not for students (Table 1). Grinding peanuts

into peanut butter produced an 8.3% reduction in naturalness

(p < .01 only for jurors), and making orange juice from oranges

Table 1. (Continued)

Hypothesis Exemplar

Differences in mean naturalness Mean percentage
reduction in
naturalnessSpecific comparison Results by groupa

4. Minimal effect of

mixing like natural

entities

Mixing waters Water A�Water A 1Water B Jurors: 0.15 (0.83) 5.0

Students: 0.45 (0.81) nn

Mixing peanuts in peanut

butter

Peanut butter from Georgia

peanuts� peanut butter from

Georgia and North Carolina

peanuts

Jurors: 0.15 (1.00) 9.5

Students: 1.00 (1.40) nn

Note. For each comparison, this table lists the mean effect size, averaged across groups, expressed as mean drop in naturalness divided by the range of the full
naturalness scale (6 or 100). Across comparisons, average percentages in naturalness reduction were 28.2% for microcontamination by natural additives, 45.0% for
microcontamination by unnatural additives, 8.5% for physical changes, 34.1% for chemical changes, 26.8% for organic versus commercial farming, 9.8% for
domesticated versus wild plants and animals, 54.1% for single-gene transfers, and 7.2% for mixing like natural entities.
aValues are means, with standard deviations in parentheses. The n for each group is approximately 50, plus or minus 5. Significance of the reductions is based on two-
tailed dependent t tests on the difference scores.
bThis number is corrected because the baseline, a domesticated species, is not at a naturalness score of 100. See the text.
np<.01. nnp<.001.

Fig. 1. Overall reduction in naturalness for different types of manipula-
tions, arranged in order of increasing magnitudeof the effect. To make all of
the transformations comparable, only data from the student sample are
presented in this graph, because some transformations (e.g., genetic engi-
neering, domestication) were explored only with the student sample.
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produced only a 4.7% reduction in naturalness (p< .01 only for

the systematic-order group). The mean reduction across all

physical transformations was 8.5%.

The seven unique cases of chemical transformation (i.e., cases

not also considered under any other hypothesis) were adding or

removing 4% fat from milk (producing cream or skim milk),

pasteurizing or irradiating milk, boiling water, and adding or

removing half of the fat from peanut butter. All 14 tests (two

groups for each transformation) were highly significant, with a

mean reduction in naturalness of 39.8%. In addition, adding

minerals (four items already discussed under Hypothesis 1) re-

duced naturalness by 36.6%, and the single gene-transfer effect

(also described under Hypothesis 1) was 54.1%. The smallest

of seven effects of unique chemical transformations (23.8%, for

removing fat from peanut butter) was larger than the largest of

four effects of physical transformations (14.7%, for freezing and

thawing peanuts).

Hypothesis 3: Process Versus Content

This hypothesis was tested by comparing multiple instances of

each of three types of transformations: organic versus commer-

cial farming, domestication, and insertion of a single gene (genet-

ic engineering). Content change is least for genetic engineering,

larger for commercial farming, and largest for domestication. In

terms of process, genetic engineering should be the most de-

structive of naturalness, at least in terms of level of intervention;

it is hard to conclude whether domestication or commercial

growing is more destructive of naturalness.

Organic Versus Commercial Farming

The four comparisons of organic versus commercial farming in-

volved oranges, strawberries, carrots, and steak (from free-range

vs. commercially reared cows). The data showed a mean natu-

ralness reduction of 26.8% as a result of commercial interven-

tion, with the effect smallest, 14.6%, for the steak. All eight

effects were significant at p< .001 (see Table 1).

Domestication

Four cases involving domestication were analyzed: the natural-

ness difference between a wolf and a German shepherd, a wolf

and a cocker spaniel, zebra milk and cow milk, and wild and

organically grown strawberries. Across these four exemplars of

domestication (with ratings for each from the random-order and

systematic-order groups of students), there was a net decrease in

naturalness of only 9.8%. All effects (four conditions, two tests for

each) except the difference between zebra and cow milk for both

groups were significant at p< .001 (see Table 1).

Genetic Engineering

All the examples of genetic engineering involved transplanting a

single gene (half from a plant source, half from an animal source)

into a pig (four cases) or corn (four cases). The act of gene transfer

seems to dominate the particulars of the type of gene or target,

showing the importance of process as opposed to content, such

that the lowest naturalness (final naturalness status, not per-

centage reduction in naturalness), for transferring a gene from

cow to pig (mean 5 28.2), was not very different from the highest,

for transferring a plant gene to corn (mean 5 35.2).

The overall result of genetic engineering was calculated as the

average of the naturalness (not change in naturalness) scores for

the four corn and four pig examples, counting the systematic-

order and random-order samples as separate entities, and then

averaging the results from the two samples. The average natu-

ralness score was31.2, representinga large, 68.8-point reduction

from the maximum score of 100. A score of 100 may overestimate

the baseline, because the starting point was a domesticated an-

imal (pig) or plant (corn), as opposed to a totally natural entity.

Unfortunately, we neglected to get naturalness ratings of pig and

corn, but we did get ratings of organic strawberries, oranges, and

carrots and of one moderately domesticated animal (a German

shepherd). Averaging the ratings of these four exemplars, for both

the random-order and the systematic-order conditions, yielded a

mean naturalness score of 85.3. With that as the baseline for the

effect of genetic engineering, the reduction in naturalness as-

sociated with genetic engineering came out to 54.1% of the full

scale. All 16 genetic-engineering effects (eight different gene

transfers rated by two groups each) were larger than all but one

commercial-farming or domestication effect, thus supporting

the hypothesis that process is more important than content in

determining naturalness.

Hypothesis 4: Mixing Like Entities

Combining natural waters from two sources produced only a

5.0% drop in naturalness, and making peanut butter by com-

bining peanuts from two localities caused a 9.5% drop in natu-

ralness, for a net mean drop of 7.8% (p< .001 only for the student

sample). By comparison, adding much lower amounts of a dis-

similar natural substance (calcium to orange juice, 0.001%

ocean minerals to water) produced a mean drop in naturalness of

28.2%. All trace additions of unlike natural entities produced a

bigger naturalness reduction than any mixture of like natural

entities. These results support the idea that it is the likeness of

the entities mixed that protects against reduced naturalness.

DISCUSSION

The major finding of this study is the greater importance of

process than content in influencing judgments of naturalness.

The second potentially important finding is that chemical ma-

nipulations—such as boiling, minor subtractions of natural

components or minor additions of natural or unnatural entities,

and genetic engineering—produce major reductions in natu-

ralness. In contrast, physical transformations have minor effects.

The results support a contagion account of the destruction of

naturalness, as adding small amounts of unnatural substances

reduced naturalness substantially. We did not explore the inverse

of this process—removal of a small unnatural contaminant from
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an otherwise natural entity—but our results from other studies on

contagion (e.g., Nemeroff & Rozin, 1994, 2000; Rozin & Nem-

eroff, 1990) suggest that the resulting improvement in natural-

ness would be less than the reduction in naturalness due to

adding an unnatural entity. Such asymmetrical effects might

arise in part from comparing addition and subtraction; some other

work, particularly on the prominence of ‘‘no additives’’ in the lay

definition of natural (Rozin et al., 2005), suggests the greater

salience and power of additions relative to removals. A second

finding that supports the contagion hypothesis is that the de-

crease in naturalness from adding a small amount of a natural

additive was almost the same as the decrease in naturalness from

adding twice the amount (the dose-insensitivity feature of con-

tagion). The contaminating effect of nonnatural traces in ‘‘natu-

ral’’ substances that was found in the present study is different

from typical contagion effects, because the contaminant in typ-

ical studies is strongly and inherently negative (e.g., a cockroach,

a toxin), whereas the contaminants in this study were innocuous,

often-consumed unnatural entities, like minerals, that assume

contaminant properties only in the context ofmixture withnatural

entities.

The fact that domestication is viewed as less destructive of

naturalness than genetic engineering is surprising. Domestica-

tion is a massive human intrusion, over hundreds of generations,

that produces major changes in the genotype and phenotype of a

wild species (surely less so for some species, such as cats, than for

others, such as dogs). Genetic engineering, in contrast, involves

insertion of a single gene, with a minimal change in genotype and

phenotype. The degree of intervention, amount of human agency,

and amount of change produced all favor domestication as the

more destructive process. What seems to be critical is the level at

which humans intervene. Perhaps the idea of ‘‘playing with God’s

work’’ is brought home more strongly by inserting a single gene

than by the artificial selection that goes on with domestication. It

is our guess, based in part on our results from other studies (e.g.,

Rozin et al., 2004; Spranca & Rozin, 2004), that the principal

basis for the opposition to genetic engineering is ideational.

Gaskell, Bauer, Durant, and Allum (1999), in a survey comparing

individuals from many European countries and Americans,

found that the concerns that lead to opposition to genetic engi-

neering involve both morals and risks. However, Gaskell et al. did

not separately evaluate these risks, but rather simply identified a

group of ‘‘risk tolerant supporters,’’ that is, people who support

genetic engineering and consider it moral, but are somewhat

concerned about the associated risks.

Further investigation should extend and refine the principles

behind naturalness judgments, and extend the analysis to other

cultures. We have not analyzed the basis for the substantial

differences in the meaning of natural that our study revealed

within a single culture. Understanding both within- and between-

cultures variation will enlighten understanding of what is natu-

ral, and might facilitate attempts to gain acceptance of new

technologies.
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